CD4 T cell cooperation is required for the in vivo activation of CD4 T cells.
We address here the role of CD4 T cell cooperation in the activation of CD4 T cells. Administration of aggregated hen egg lysozyme (HEL) without microbial adjuvant to BALB/c mice normally generates cytokine-producing CD4 T cells specific for the HEL major peptide, HEL(105-120), as well as CD4 T cells specific for HEL non-major peptides. The prior administration of HEL(105-120) ablates the generation of cytokine-secreting CD4 T cells specific for HEL(105-120), as well as the CD4 T cells specific for HEL non-major peptides, normally generated upon HEL challenge. Thus, the activation of HEL non-major peptide-specific CD4 T cells appears to depend upon the HEL(105-120)-specific CD4 T cell population. In contrast, when HEL(105-120) and saline-treated mice are challenged with HEL coupled to ovalbumin (OVA), CD4 T cell responses to HEL non-major peptides and to OVA are the same, whereas treated mice still do not generate cytokine-secreting cells specific for HEL(105-120). We infer that the administration of HEL(105-120) does not generate regulatory cells capable of down-regulating CD4 T cell responses to HEL and OVA peptides. OVA-specific CD4 T cells restore the generation of HEL non-major peptide-specific T cells in the absence of HEL major peptide-specific T cells. We conclude that the generation of CD4 T cells producing IL-2, IFN-gamma and IL-4 requires CD4 T cell cooperation and that this cooperation is not mediated simply by CD40-CD40L interactions. We also conclude from these observations that there is no requirement for a microbial or danger signal for CD4 T cell activation.